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One way to get the business year off to a good start is by looking at last year's success.
With their 'media agency of the year' win at the recent Annual AdFocus Awards, Vizeum is
one such successful industry leader. I chatted to Kelvin Storie, managing director of Vizeum
Johannesburg about what it takes to be a successful media agency and what we can expect
in the coming months.

This is proof that businesses that haven't made the digital leap simply won't survive in 2016.
A big part of that is making sure your online offering is in line with what your consumers
expect, to ensure continued growth in revenue and reach.

In this light, Adegboye Adeniyi looks at whether linking to another website is the key to help
website traffic to grow and how it ties into the law of reciprocity.

Looking from backlinks to the specific form of linking that comes from hashtags, we explore
how #KenyaLive is showcasing Kenya's night safari wildlife and coastal underwater
treasures through a series of live web broadcasts. View it all via mobile phones, tablets or
computers via Periscope on the HerdTracker channel until 18 January.

Happy viewing!
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